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Since its inception, curriculum-based measurement (CBM) research and practice 
have developed in a number of areas, with the primary purpose of validating instructional 
programs (Deno, 1990). In general, however, CBM has been confined to the basic skill ar-
eas and has been studied and implemented in elementary schools. When used within mid-
dle and high schools, the emphasis has been on basic skills or general classroom function-
ing (Espin & Deno, 1993; Tindal & Germann, 1991). In this article we take the major 
tenets of CBM and extend them into content area learning, the primary concern of middle 
and high schools. To develop this extension adequately, though, we must consider the es-
sential features of CBM and compare it with other forms of measurement currently repre-
sented in the wave of alternative assessments. 
CBM BACKGROUND AND PREMISE 
Fuchs and Deno ( 1994) recently highlighted the important distinction between the 
curriculum used with instruction and the curriculum used for documenting student perfor-
mance. In that article they argue that, although most educators believe an inherently iso-
morphic relationship between teaching and testing is needed to ensure content validity, the 
linkages actually may have to be defined more loosely to ensure formative evaluation with 
a focus on instructional decision-making. In their argument they proceed with a consider-
ation of domain, generally defined as the materials sampled within curricular/instructional 
versus tests/measurements. In the end they conclude with the following essential features 
ofCBM. 
1. Repeated testing over time is needed on material of comparable difficulty to avoid 
problems in quantifying changes in performance without confounding instructional 
changes with assessment changes and to ensure that teachers can ascertain maintenance 
and generalization of knowledge and skills. 
2. Valid outcome indicators allow teachers to answer the question of whether instruction 
is leading to improvement or has to be adjusted. 
3. Qualitative feedback is available to supplement quantitative summaries and help teach-
ers decide not only when to make changes but also to determine what modifications to 
make. 
Gerald Tindal is an associate professor in the Department of Special Education at the University of Oregon. Victor 
Nolet is an assistant professor in the Department of Special Education at the University of Maryland. 
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This logic and subsequent analysis is critical in under-
standing any potential applications of CBM to content areas 
in middle and high schools. To develop an assessment sys-
tem with these three essential features, the definition of do-
main must be addressed, as well as sampling plans for fo-
cusing both the content and the student responses. 
Traditionally, content areas are defined in terms of infor-
mation, eventually being reduced to topics. Perusal of any 
major science or social studies text generates the following 
units, respectively. A seventh grade Life Science text (Barr & 
Leyden, 1989) has topically organized units on the science of 
living things, diversity of living things, human life, heredity 
and change, and the environment. Of course, further topical 
breakdowns are made within each of these units or chapters. 
For example, the first unit above includes two chapters on 
the methods of science and studying living things; the sec-
ond unit on diversity includes chapters on the life of the cell, 
classifying living things, plants, and animals. A typical sev-
enth grade social studies book on Latin America and Canada 
(Stoltman, 1989) includes units that are regionally organized 
around the First Americans, Canada, Mexico, Central Amer-
ica and the West Indies, and South America. These units have 
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more refined breakdowns of topics and subtopics dealing 
with land-resources-people, past to present, the area today, 
and facing the future, all of which are addressed in a repeti-
tive format for each unit. 
In a corresponding manner, the way we test students has 
followed a similar organizational strategy, giving rise to an 
emphasis on criterion-referenced measurement. Over the past 
three decades "teacher-made" tests and curriculum-based 
tests have been premised on defining the domains of instruc-
tion and then establishing sampling plans for selecting appro-
priate informational "bits." The last step in this process has 
been to establish a mastery score or level of acceptable per-
formance. This view of measurement has dominated our 
schools for 20 years. Only recently, with increasing emphasis 
on alternative assessments, have some of the assumptions of 
this testing program been questioned. 
To develop CBM in content areas, the domain for sam-
pling content must move from being stimulus-defined ( either 
in terms of the informational "bits" or the format of the re-
sponse) to one that is response-defined in terms of content 
knowledge and strategic skill. In all previous work on CBM, 
the focus has been on student responses first and, subse-
quently, on consideration of the materials used in generating 
the response. 
For example, in reading (Deno, Mirkin, & Chiang, 1982) 
the research initially validated a response (among alterna-
tives such as reading words from a list, selecting single 
words from a passage, producing single words within a pas-
sage, reading connected words from a passage). In writing 
(Deno, Mirkin, & Marston, 1980) the number of words writ-
ten was eventually validated as the best measure among sev-
eral alternatives. Finally, in spelling (Deno, Mirkin, Lowry, 
& Kuehnle, 1980) the number of correct letter sequences 
produced in spelling words dictated from a list was validated 
among several other measurement systems. 
In all these instances the focus of validation was on the re-
sponse, with subsequent studies conducted on the impact of 
stimulus materials and sampling plans for generating tasks. 
In like manner, therefore, the approach we take is to focus on 
the response (not just the format but, more importantly, the 
intellectual operation) as the critical feature for generating a 
measurement system that has the potential for being repeated 
over time, addresses instructional effectiveness, and allows 
both quantitative and qualitative outcomes to be summarized 
in determining what to teach and when to modify instruction. 
OVERVIEW AND PERSPECTIVES OF 
CRITICAL THINKING IN CONTENT 
Before considering operational definitions, some of the 
critical features of "thinking skills and problem-solving" 
have to be addressed. In defining "knowledge" we want to 
emphasize "authentic thinking tasks," to reflect problem-
solving and critical-thinking skills that are content- and con-
text-oriented. In the process of solving problems and exhibit-
ing critical thinking, information has to be manipulated. 
Specific events and content have to be part of the task so we 
will avoid teaching students "how to think without troubling 
them to learn anything worth thinking about" (Cheney, 
1987, p. 5). In establishing CBM in content areas, we have 
borrowed from three lines of research. 
First, we need to organize information into a sense of 
breadth and depth. At the broadest and most superficial 
level is content knowledge, which reflects general informa-
tion that is commonly known and where most individuals 
are in terms of subject matter expertise. The next level is do-
main knowledge, in which the information base is more de-
veloped and the relational network more complex. Most 
clearly, content-area teachers have domain knowledge. The 
final level of information breadth and depth is discipline 
knowledge, in which information is considerably richer and 
attainable only after years of rigorous training and practice. 
Discipline knowledge is a subset of domain knowledge and 
typically is highly specialized information that is organized 
hierarchically. 
Second, rather than viewing content as simply informa-
tion, we consider it within a continuum from declarative to 
conditional and procedural knowledge (Alexander & Hare, 
1989; Paris, Lipson, & Wixson, 1983; Ryle, 1949). Declara-
tive knowledge is defining and describing information. Pro-
cedural knowledge focuses on using information within a 
problem-solving paradigm. Finally, conditional knowledge 
is reflected in the timing and conditions within which infor-
mation is presented and used (Alexander, Schallert, & Hare, 
1991). Similarly, Skemp (1978) distinguishes between rela-
tional understanding (knowing what to do and why) and in-
strumental understanding (knowing rules without reasons). 
We believe an appropriate balance needs to be struck be-
tween content knowledge (what is learned) and strategic 
knowledge (how it is manipulated), a distinction highlighted 
by Alexander and Judy (1988). To understand the relation-
ship between these two types of knowledge in developing 
cognitive assessment tasks, they summarize four issues: 
1. Domain-specific knowledge is required for efficient and 
effective utilization of strategic knowledge. To develop 
effective arguments and solve problems, students need 
specific information represented in their arguments and 
solutions. As students' content and domain knowledge 
increases, improvements in strategies also are likely to 
improve. 
2. Inaccurate content knowledge may interact with learn-
ing, at times inhibiting or interfering and at other times 
setting the occasion for focusing on important content in-
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formation and strategic reasoning. In either case a con-
tinuum is likely to exist, further supporting Fuchs and 
Deno' s ( 1994) argument against mastery measurement. 
3. Strategic knowledge facilitates acquisition and utiliza-
tion of domain-specific knowledge: "Knowing" is proba-
bly necessary but not sufficient in solving problems and 
"thinking critically." Students need to learn how to ac-
cess information, plan responses, organize information, 
self-monitor performance, and link information within 
arguments, all of which should have an impact on their 
learning content and domain knowledge. The corollary 
also is important: Ill-informed use of strategies probably 
impedes learning. Students may need to be taught more 
explicitly the relationships between content and strategy 
domains. 
4. Competent performance is characterized by students per-
ceiving the relatedness in domain and strategic knowl-
edge across domains and tasks. "As learners acquire more 
knowledge, they also seem to acquire the ability to ab-
stract or mentally represent a given problem. Furthermore, 
more knowledgeable individuals categorize or classify 
problems on the basis of their underlying structures .... 
More capable learners perceive the relatedness of seem-
ingly diverse tasks or domains and use that relatedness 
to guide their performance" (Alexander & Judy, 1988, 
p. 394). 
Third, we consider taxonomies of student responses that 
have been introduced over the years since Bloom's seminal 
work in 1956. Presently, considerable controversy exists 
over their varying levels of completeness, only two of which 
are summarized below to illustrate problematic issues. 
Bloom, Engelhard, Furst, Hill, and Krathwohl (1956) 
first proposed a six-category taxonomy for placing cogni-
tive tasks on a continuum. The categories consisted of recall, 
comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evalua-
tion. The problems noted with this system have been the re-
liance on unobservable intellectual operations (Williams & 
Haladyna, 1982), unreliability in classifying items and tasks 
(Seddon, 1978), and the lack of attention to the type of in-
formation being assessed (Tindal & Marston, 1990). 
Another system, used by Stiggins, Griswold, and Wike-
lund ( 1989) in their investigation of four different types of 
classroom thinking skills assessment (teacher-developed pa-
per-pencil tests, curriculum-embedded tests, written assign-
ments, and oral questions during instruction), is based on 
Quellmalz's (1985) taxonomy, with the following categories 
and definitions: 
- recall (remembering key facts, definitions, concepts, rules, 
and principles) 
- analysis (divide a whole into component parts) 
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- comparison (recognize or explain similarities and differ-
ences) 
- inference (including both deductive and inductive rea-
soning) 
- evaluation (judging quality, credibility, worth, or practi-
cality). 
Again, no reliability information has been reported in 
terms of classification of assessment tasks, and the type of 
information or knowledge form is left out of the taxonomy. 
In summary, in developing CBM systems in the middle 
and high school focused on critical thinking in content areas, 
we have oriented our work around three issues: depth/breadth 
of knowledge, balance between content and strategy, and the 
need for a taxonomy to help structure intellectual operations 
(student responses) within problem-solving tasks. We have 
framed these three issues around the need for a time-series 
view that reflects changes in performance. 
ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF CRITICAL 
THINKING ASSESSMENTS 
In our conception of critical thinking skills, we include 
four essential attributes, each of which can be considered as 
defining attributes (Prater, 1993). They differentiate all ex-
amples within our concept from other examples that others 
often employ. Curriculum-based measurement of critical 
thinking must consider the knowledge forms and structures 
within the (content) informational base. A taxonomy of stu-
dent responses is needed to help define comparability across 
tasks and over time, with both content and strategy repre-
sented in the responses. A domain must be defiped for sam-
pling information and integrating curriculum, instruction, 
and assessment. Finally, a specific response format must be 
established for actually conducting the assessment. 
Knowledge Forms 
One of the first essential attributes of critical thinking is 
the knowledge form upon which the "thinking" operates. We 
limit this term to four major classes: (a) facts, (b) concepts, 
(c) principles, and (d) procedures. 
Facts are simple associations between names, objects, 
events, and places that use singular exemplars. The distin-
guishing feature of a fact is that the association is limited and 
not generalized across a range of names, objects, events, and 
places. Facts are difficult to remember without an organizing 
scheme to link them. Yet they are the basic building blocks 
to more complex information and are necessary, for exam-
ple, in developing a vocabulary that can be used to work 
with concepts and principles. 
Concepts are clusters of events, names, dates, objects, and 
places that share a common set of defining attributes or char-
acteristics. A concept may be thought of as "a category of ex-
periences having a rule which defines the relevant category, a 
set of positive instances or exemplars with attributes and a 
name (although this latter element is sometimes missing)" 
(Martorella, 1972, p. 7). In this definition rules provide the 
basis for organizing the attributes of the concept. These at-
tributes (some of which are defining and essential and others 
of which are variable and not essential) in tum provide the 
criteria for distinguishing examples of the concept from 
nonexamples (Prater, 1993). 
Principles are relationships among different facts or con-
cepts, more often the latter. A principle usually represents an 
if-then or cause-effect relationship, although this relationship 
may not be stated explicitly. A principle generally involves 
multiple applications in which the fundamental relationship 
among the relevant concepts is constant across virtually all 
examples of the concepts. 
Procedures and strategies consist of a sequence of activi-
ties and algorithms used in solving problems, gathering in-
formation, and achieving goals (Anderson & Liu, 1980). Our 
earlier discussion of procedural and conditional knowledge 
(a la Alexander, Schallert, & Hare, 1991) and strategic think-
ing applies here. The focus on procedures is "when" and 
"how" to manipulate information so that problem-solving is 
both effective and efficient. 
Taxonomy of Student Responses 
Debate over taxonomies is not likely to translate into prac-
tical help for teachers, and any one of the taxonomies may 
well serve the eventual purpose of capturing student think-
ing. In the following taxonomy, which we have adapted 
from Roid and Haladyna (1982), our goal is to achieve the 
most practical and operational procedures with the least 
amount of inference. In the definitions below the focus is on 
a relatively narrow and concrete set of behavioral classes 
within which students can respond. Student responses refer 
to the behavior employed in using or manipulating knowl-
edge forms, with five major types. The first two are a combi-
nation of three different operations proposed by Roid and 
Haladyna. 
1. Reiteration-Summarization. The first component (reitera-
tion) is verbatim reproduction of material that was taught 
previously. With reiteration, emphasis is on verbatim. 
The wording in the student's response must be nearly 
identical to that presented in the curriculum and within in-
struction. With the second component (summarization) 
we consider generation or identification of a paraphrase, 
rewording or condensation of content presented during 
instruction. Emphasis here is on previous presentation of 
material. Summarization involves remembering informa-
tion rather than manipulating it. In the end we have 
grouped these two together because of inherent difficul-
ties in distinguishing them in the linkages across curricu-
lum-instruction-assessment. 
2. Illustration. In this intellectual operation we focus on 
generation or identification of a previously unused exam-
ple of a concept or principle. Emphasis is on use of an ex-
ample that was not presented in the curriculum and within 
instruction. In this respect the student is expected to em-
ploy information about the attributes of a given concept 
or principle rather than to simply remember whether an 
event does or does not exemplify a knowledge form. 
3. Prediction involves description or selection of a likely 
outcome, given a set of antecedent circumstances or 
conditions that has not been encountered previously. 
Again, emphasis is on the use of information in a novel 
context rather than remembering a response from previ-
ous instruction. 
4. Explanation is the description of the antecedent circum-
stances or conditions that would be necessary to bring 
about a given outcome. Explanation is the reverse of pre-
diction. The student must use information about a con-
cept or principle to work backward from the circum-
stances presented and tell what happened to create it. 
5. Evaluation is carefal analysis of a problem to identify 
and use appropriate criteria to make a decision in situa-
tions that require a judgment. Evaluation focuses on de-
cision-making: The student first must recognize or gen-
erate the options available and then use a set of criteria to 
choose among them. 
These five learning tasks interact with the knowledge 
forms described above so that some operations may be more 
realistic than others with some knowledge forms. Reitera-
tion-summarization (which we have grouped together, 
given the difficulties of knowing whether the response is 
exact or a paraphrasing) can occur with all three knowledge 
forms. Students engage in these forms of behavior when 
asked to recite facts, recall definitions of concepts, restate 
lawful relationships, or follow procedures. 
The remaining four can be applied only to concepts, prin-
ciples, and procedures. Illustration requires an individual to 
recognize or generate previously unused examples of a piece 
of information. (A fact cannot be illustrated because it con-
sists of a single simple relationship between constructs.) Pre-
diction of a concept occurs when a student is given some but 
not all of the defining attributes, and then uses them to infer 
other attributes of the concept or inductions-deductions of a 
principle. Prediction of a principle occurs when a student is 
given a previously unused description of a situation that has 
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the antecedent conditions (causes) of a relationship embed-
ded in it and is able to use that information to identify the 
most likely consequences (effects). Explanation, the oppo-
site of prediction, is used when a student is given an outcome 
(effects) and some initial state and then determines the con-
ditions (causes) required to achieve that outcome. Evaluation 
tasks require two basic steps: (a) select criteria, and (b) make 
a judgment based on these criteria. The judgment has to be 
supported by the criteria. The emphasis of problem-solving, 
however, may be in explicating the criteria, making deci-
sions, or both together. Implied in making decisions and sup-
porting them is to argue not only for a choice but to argue 
against the nonchoice. 
Irrespective of the specific intellectual operation, the last 
four represent manipulations of information, which separate 
this work from more traditional views of comprehension in 
social studies and science. For example, considerable re-
search and writing has appeared around text structure (Arm-
bruster & Anderson, 1984; Armbruster, Anderson, & Os-
tertag, 1989; Meyer, Brandt, & Bluth, 1980). In this line of 
investigation, writing ( of textbooks) and comprehension (by 
students) has been studied so that students can become more 
proficient in understanding information. The question, how-
ever, is whether any comprehension tasks based on these 
analyses are any different than summarizing-retelling. If no 
demands are made in the assessment task to manipulate the 
information or modify and rearrange it, can we legitimately 
ascribe the outcome to critical thinking (Nickerson, 1985)? 
In short, we want our students to be able to answer 
questions that were not part of the lesson .. .. Under-
standing [therefore] refers to a student's ability to 
creatively use presented information to solve transfer 
problems. (Mayer, 1989, p. 43) 
As prompts are structured, we have made a clear distinc-
tion between only five intellectual operations (reiteration-
summarization, illustration, prediction, explanation, and eval-
uation). We believe the latter four primarily reflect "critical 
thinking." In our view of critical thinking, requiring students 
to illustrate, predict, explain, or evaluate reflects manipula-
tion of information. 
Classroom Contexts 
and Domain Sampling 
Another essential feature of critical thinking skills, do-
main, is "a specific set of skills or body of knowledge asso-
ciated with an instructional intervention. This domain also 
may include a continuum of competence in using the skills 
or knowledge" (Tindal, Nolet, & Blake, 1993, p. 13). A do-
main defines the potential pool for sampling information 
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and response tasks. The sampling is obviously contingent, 
however, upon adequate definition and focus on knowledge 
forms and an appropriate match with the intellectual opera-
tions. Although these two attributes are necessary, they are 
not sufficient, for in the end, a judgment of a student's per-
formance must be made on multiple data sources, demand-
ing some type of sampling plan that converges across cur-
riculum, instruction, and assessment. 
Our definition of domain has two components. First, a do-
main should be linked across three arenas: curriculum mate-
rials, specific instructional interventions (both tactics and 
strategies), and assessment formats. For example, a domain 
cannot simply pertain to "Chapter 13 in the social studies 
book," or "three months of instruction on writing compare-
contrast essays." These examples involve only curriculum or 
instructional foci, respectively; consideration also must ex-
tend to the assessment dimension. 
Second, our definition of domains involves the use of 
skills or information as well as the information itself. The 
taxonomy of intellectual operations presents a range of re-
sponses that students could make in using information. In the 
end, a time-series of tasks is presented to ascertain changes 
in the use of concepts and responses the students made, with 
both quantitative and qualitative summaries and interpreta-
tions made from their responses (Fuchs & Deno, 1994). 
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Although considerable attention has been devoted to ana-
lyzing either the curriculum or instruction as a means for de-
termining content validity, we approach the issue from the 
perspective of Frederiksen and Collins (1989), who use the 
term systemic validity to depict the relationship between cur-
ricular and instructional changes that arise from using specific 
measures. In essence, the three contexts of curriculum, in-
struction, and assessment are considered in defining a domain 
and subsequent sampling plan. When all three of these at-
tributes are considered together, we have a three-dimensional 
cube, with any one cell defined by the intersection of the three 
planes. In our emphasis on critical thinking, we highlight 
tasks in the shaded boxes of the cube depicted in Figure 1. 
Response Format 
The final feature of a critical thinking skills assessment is 
the response format (Figure 2), which, though inherent in 
any assessment task, helps us define some nonessential at-
tributes. Currently, considerable debate exists over the 
whole range of alternative assessments. Many new terms 
are being used to focus on "performance" tasks and "au-
thentic" conditions. The essential logic is that unless stu-
dents produce the response in a problem space that mimics 
the "real" world, the assessment is suspect. We take a far 
Curriculum 
Material 
Classroom Contexts 
Interactive 
Instruction 
Assessment 
Formats 
0,"(\'-1,e Concepts 
or ~~~~~--,""""""~~~~--, ....... ~~~~--,r 
Reiterate 
Summarize 
Illustrate 
Predict 
Explain 
Evaluate 
FIGURE 1 
Three Features of Critical Thinking Skills Assessment 
Selection 
MC(fF/M/C1 MMC2 
Objective -----1,..------ Subjective 
Cloze 
Essay3 
Production 
Essay4 
1. MC = multiple choicerrF = true-false/M = matching/ 
C = classification 
2. MMC = multiple-multiple choice 
3. Cloze = one word completion/short answer essay 
4. Essay = long answer essay 
FIGURE 2 
Dimensions for Formatting Student Responses 
more moderate and empirical point of view. In the next sec-
tion we address a host of issues and present a variety of out-
comes reflecting a broader and more encompassing per-
spective. To ensure a common language, however, some 
definitions may be needed: 
Selection Versus Production 
Traditional measurement texts have divided student re-
sponses into two classes in which students either select the re-
sponse (usually including multiple-choice, true-false, match-
ing, or classification) or produce it (usually composed of one 
word, short answer, or essay/extended answer). We assume 
that critical thinking tasks can include either selection or pro-
duction; however, because of our emphasis on CBM, we fo-
cus on production tasks. 
Objective Versus Subjective 
Often an inference is made that implies selection tasks 
are objective and production tasks are subjective. In our 
scheme these two dimensions are independent and any com-
bination of both dimensions can be represented in any as-
sessment task. 
Although most of the quadrants are probably familiar, the 
selection-subjective quadrant has appeared only recently. 
Multiple-multiple choice (MMC) tasks were introduced in 
the Illinois large-scale assessments a few years ago in an ef-
fort to get students away from considering all comprehen-
sion answers as absolutely correct or incorrect (Valencia, 
Pearson, & Chapman, undated). Basically, different tasks 
were used with multiple-choice items in which students 
rank-ordered the most to the least logical outcomes or se-
lected the three most likely outcomes. Because the selec-
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tions could vary in terms of plausibility, a subjective scoring 
system is warranted. 
The other three quadrants are self-explaining. Traditional 
multiple-choice tests are examples of objective-selection; 
only one of the four distracters is usually correct. Cloze 
techniques, in which a word is missing from a sentence and 
the student is required to fill in the (semantically/syntacti-
cally) correct word (see McKenna & Robinson, 1980, for an 
annotated bibliography) and short-answer essays reflect ob-
jective-production tasks. Finally, long essay responses are 
usually scored subjectively, but as we propose, a number of 
objective counts also can be used to summarize perfor-
mance. In our CBM focus we consider both quantitative and 
qualitative dimensions of production tasks. 
Direct Versus Indirect Measurement 
These terms are often confused with production and selec-
tion, respectively. Production tasks are assumed to be direct 
measures, and selection tasks indirect. Yet, all measures of 
"critical thinking" may be indirect. The only direct measures 
(WYSIWYG, a term devised by Apple® computer to mean 
What You See Is What You Get) may revolve around basic 
skills or quantifiable indices (such as syntactic features in 
written responses and countable indices of concept usage). 
We ignore this dimension in developing CBM tasks, simply 
assuming that our measures are direct samples of writing and 
speaking and indirect measures of "critical thinking." 
Reliability Versus Validity 
This issue is tangled with the new alternative assessments 
arising in the form of portfolios and other performance 
tasks. In general psychometric terms, all measures are re-
quired to provide reliable ( consistent or stable) estimates of 
performance before they can be considered valid (truthful) 
indicators. 
Ironically, the reliability of performance estimates in 
many alternative assessment systems has been low. For ex-
ample, the Vermont portfolio assessment program reported 
low consistency in the interjudge scoring of the writing and 
math samples; coefficients ranged from .33 to .43 (Koretz, 
Stecher, Klein, & McCaffrey, 1994). The Oregon Statewide 
Assessments revealed few exact agreements on six writing 
traits (ideas-content, organization, voice, word choice, sen-
tence fluency, and conventions). In general, less than 50% 
of the writing samples were given the same exact score by 
more than one reader ( and this was true across all the grades 
3, 5, 8, and 11) (Oregon Department of Education Technical 
Report, 1989-1992). 
Increasingly, validity is being redefined in terms of deci-
sion-making-the value and social implications that result 
from measurement usage. In Messick's (1989) view, validity 
is a uniform term in which test and measurement informa-
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tion is interpreted in the context of evidence and results, giv-
ing rise to a variety of consequences. That is, not only must 
tests have supportive evidence for proper interpretation, but 
they also must have relevance and utility for the purposes to 
which this information is being applied. Furthermore, test in-
terpretation is provided value only via the implications of 
those interpretations and the social consequences that inher-
ently arise with use of the test. Clearly, performance assess-
ments demand a richer and broader view of validity for ap-
propriate test interpretation and use (Moss, 1992). 
Although the general argument is that alternative assess-
ments are more meaningfully anchored to "real-world" con-
texts, and therefore are more valid, little agreement can be 
reached in making judgments of student quality. In develop-
ing CBM systems in content areas, we have addressed di-
rectly the issue of reliability and validity, as was done with 
the original basic skills research conducted in the early 
1980s (see Nolet & Tindal, 1993, and Tindal & Nolet, in 
press, for some of the initial validation research). 
In summary, critical thinking focuses on information 
breadth and depth that has an element of strategic reasoning. 
Specifically, four attributes reflect critical thinking: 
1. A range of knowledge forms that help frame the informa-
tional base. 
2. Any of several student responses or intellectual opera-
tions that focus on manipulating the information. 
3. A domain that integrates curricular texts, instructional 
events, and assessment tasks. 
4. A response format that varies across two dimensions of 
objectivity-subjectivity and selection-production. 
In the next section we present some guidelines for opera-
tionalizing all these features of critical thinking skills into ac-
tual prompts to which students respond. We primarily con-
sider long- and short-answer written (essay) responses, but all 
of the issues we discuss apply to assessments that require 
other responses, such as interviews and graphic displays (for 
example, maps or diagrams). Nevertheless, we always pro-
ceed from an analysis of the knowledge forms (facts, con-
cepts, principles, and procedures) and intellectual operations 
(reiterate-summarize, illustrate, predict, explain, and evaluate) 
within three contexts ( curriculum, instruction, and assess-
ment). In the last section, we present a year-long time-series 
view of a student in an eighth grade science class, providing 
both quantitative and qualitative summaries of performance. 
DEVELOPING CBM PROBLEM-SOLVING 
PROMPTS 
Like blueprints for building construction, assessment 
prompts should have a structure that identifies specific in-
formational content and response. At the very least, prompts 
should have two parts: (a) focus on a specific knowledge 
form, and (b) intellectual operation stem. A context often is 
added via an introduction to establish the problem space 
within the broad area of content (topic). At least one sen-
tence should introduce a knowledge form to be used within 
this specific context and content. The response demand 
made upon students should ensure that they are performing 
the correct intellectual operation in their answer. 
With some intellectual operations the architecture may be 
elaborate. For example, with evaluation prompts a sentence 
may introduce the knowledge forms and may present at least 
two sides of an issue: advantages and disadvantages, similar-
ities and dissimilarities, positive and negative influences, 
and so forth. The purpose of the evaluation stem is to prompt 
the student to consider both sides and choose between these 
alternatives. Or, with a prediction item, a middle sentence 
may have to include a time sequence to convey the correct 
trajectory of events so the eventual prediction stem can de-
part from a well-established point. 
Irrespective of elegance or complexity, eight considera-
tions lie behind the prompt, which may be considered in any 
of the three arenas of the domain ( curriculum, instruction, 
and assessment). 
1. Pivot words are used to direct student responding. 
2. Choices are presented with equal valence. 
3. Administration formats are instructionally relevant ele-
ments of the domain. 
4. Student response may be scaled either quantitatively or 
qualitatively. 
5. Elaboration is explicitly solicited. 
6. Response scales are sensitive. 
7. Response strategies are implied. 
8. Scores are embedded in the prompt. 
All of these issues may be part of the assessment; they 
also are likely to be part of curricular-instructional events in 
establishing systemic validity. 
Pivotal Words in the Stem 
Specific pivotal words are the most important influences 
in the prompt. They have to be chosen with care because 
they are intended to lead the student to a specific intellectual 
operation. Generally, these words are verbs, though they 
may be adjectives (with illustration) and verb-objects. Fol-
lowing are examples of pivotal words for each type of intel-
lectual operation, with the key phrases underlined: 
1. Reiteration: Repeat the exact words, recite, state the def-
inition, give a verbatim description. Example: "Recite 
the preamble to the Bill of Rights." 
2. Summarization: Paraphrase the content, retell what you 
read, summarize what was said, describe the main issue. 
Example: "Describe the main problem engineers encoun-
tered when they first tried to extract oil from shale." 
3. Illustration: Provide an example, present a comparable is-
sue, relate an analogous incident. Example: "From your 
own experience provide an example of the consequences 
of procrastinating." 
4. Evaluation: Decide which alternative, determine the cor-
rect choice, consider which option, compare and deter-
mine, select one, and justify. Example: "Of the alterna-
tives to the use of fossil fuels listed above, select the one 
you think would work the best, and justify your answer." 
5. Prediction: Tell what will happen, make a prediction, 
guess an outcome, describe subsequent events. Example: 
"If all the plankton die in a lake, describe what will hap-
pen to the other organisms living in the lake." 
6. Application: Explain the outcomes, give some reasons. Ex-
ample: "Use what you have learned about plate tectonics to 
explain the existence of the Cascade mountain range." 
Equality of Choices 
A potential source of error, and thus a threat to reliability 
and validity, is the amount of "bias" contained in a prompt. 
Students should not be tipped off by the wording that one 
choice or type of response is better than another. They 
should be able to demonstrate what they have learned by 
making effective choices and arguments on their own. The 
prompt must be worded so all choices embedded implicitly 
within the text are equal. Although this requirement sounds 
obvious, a number of subtle influences may make one choice 
more relevant or "answerable" than any other. Following are 
two examples: 
In describing the content (knowledge forms) and context, 
more information may be provided for one specific concept 
than another. For example, if an essay about two forms of 
economy ( command and market) has a disproportionate 
amount (and specificity) of information about economics, 
students' answers may be influenced. The breadth of the con-
cepts may be different so one choice has fewer opportunities 
for an extended answer. An essay may cover two biomes 
(rain forest and tundra) and the natural resources converted 
to human usage within each. Clearly, fewer natural resources 
are exploited from the tundra, thereby prompting students to 
answer more often with reference to rain forests. 
Instructional Relevance 
Like all end-of-unit assessments, the assumption often 
(and incorrectly) is that the information covered on the test 
has been addressed in the course of the curriculum and in-
struction. Little research, however, has been completed on 
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this topic from an instructional viewpoint. As stated earlier, 
the research that has been done has focused primarily on the 
overlap of the curriculum and published achievement tests. 
The issue, then, is how closely the textbook is aligned 
with instruction delivered in the classroom. And, with the 
framework we have provided (using a three-dimensional 
analysis of knowledge forms by intellectual operations by 
classroom contexts), this issue becomes much more com-
plex than just counting the number of times a vocabulary 
word or an informational item is included in instruction and 
on an assessment. Rather, the specific knowledge form and 
its use as an intellectual operation must be clear across these 
dimensions of curriculum, instruction, and assessment. 
For example, a concept such as fossil fuels may be em-
phasized heavily within instruction, using "prediction" ( of 
positive and negative consequences from heavy dependence 
upon fossil fuels). If the end-of-unit measure, however, con-
tains items and tasks requiring students to simply summa-
rize their uses, the focus on critical thinking may be negligi-
ble and the assessment results minimal. Most of the 
problems posed within the assessments are transfer tasks 
and may not have been taught or presented directly. 
Administration Format 
When administering assessments, a key issue involves 
the level of prompting and the task demands. Level of 
prompting, or the amount and kind of supplemental help 
students receive to organize their response, can be great or 
minimal. For example, the teacher may read the extended 
text for a prompt to students, highlighting key words or 
phrases along with verbal prompts to recall the content of 
instruction ( e.g., "you need to think about the part of the 
chapter that covered the nitrogen cycle ... remember how a 
certain chemical catalyst got the cycle started ... "). This 
kind of administration would be prompted heavily. In con-
trast, the teacher may distribute a simple prompt and direct 
students to read it and begin when they are ready to write. 
These procedures would reflect almost no prompting. 
Task demands refer to the mode of response required of 
students. Because written essays leave a permanent product 
that can be scored and evaluated later, they are easy to use. 
They also require students to be (somewhat) facile in writ-
ing. If the purpose of the measure is to understand students' 
performance using a specific intellectual operation, their re-
sponse should not be unduly influenced by the manner in 
which they respond. For example, a student may have ex-
hibited much more (or less) knowledge simply because of 
the task demands ( e.g., writing out the response instead of 
talking it out). The outcome, then, must be considered as a 
mix of the intellectual operation and the task demands; it is 
impossible to sort them out separately. 
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Scale of the Response 
Student responses may be scaled either quantitatively or 
qualitatively. The extent to which students know how they 
will be judged may influence how they perform. Actually, 
arguments can be made both for telling them in advance and 
for withholding that information from them. The choice de-
pends upon the purposes of the assessment. 
For maximal instructional application, students should be 
told in advance or as part of the prompt how their perfor-
mance will be evaluated. For example, they may be directed 
to "use as many of the important concepts" or "link the im-
portant concepts into a major principle" because that is what 
is valued. Students even may be given the actual qualitative 
scale to use in constructing their responses (so they can see 
the anchors for a low response versus a high response). 
On the other hand, for maximal generalizability to a 
larger context or group (e.g., across time, teachers, classes, 
or grades), students may not be told anything about the scor-
ing systems; rather, they simply may be directed to do their 
best. In these instances the assessment task should reflect 
the fact that in generalized settings students will encounter a 
variety of prompts and response demands. They would need 
to be able to extract the key elements of the task and re-
spond appropriately. 
Explicit Reference to Elaboration 
Generally, students receive relatively little practice on 
writing or speaking tasks. Therefore, an extended essay us-
ing a problem-solving situation may result in a narrow dis-
tribution of scores (centered near the bottom, with only a few 
high performers). Students probably need to be explicitly 
directed to "justify the answer," "give as many reasons as 
possible," "provide as much supporting detail from the chap-
ter as they can," and so forth. These extra prompts should 
communicate to students that they have to do more than 
write a minimal response. If extended responses are used 
regularly in a classroom and students are taught the criteria 
by which their responses are judged, this issue is likely to 
diminish in importance over time. 
Response Strategies Within Student Performance 
In every facet of classroom interactions, students need 
strategies to perform successfully. For example, when 
teachers are lecturing, these strategies may involve note-
taking: During independent reading, students may need to 
rely on any of the various SQ3R-type strategies to help 
them interact meaningfully with the text. A host of other 
test-taking strategies has emerged over the years to help stu-
dents perform better. This last issue is what has a bearing in 
the use of extended production tasks, particularly in creating 
a prompt that generates a response capable of being evalu-
ated reliably and validly. 
Student responses to essay tasks may be influenced by a 
number of components such as knowledge of the content, 
background knowledge, and writing process skills. To en-
sure that the task can generate reliable estimates of critical 
thinking performance, other influences have to be con-
trolled. Following are some suggestions that should help fo-
cus the task on the knowledge forms and the intellectual op-
erations of interest. 
1. In more elaborate prompts, try to include enough broad 
and commonly known background information so that 
all students have an equal chance of responding to the 
content of the domain only. 
2. End the prompt with directions on how the response 
should look, and even include some qualifying criteria. 
For example, tell students explicitly that, although they 
should write legibly, their answers will not be scored for 
penmanship or spelling; if they don't know how to spell 
the word, do their best. Or, to prevent students from in-
cluding most of the information from the prompt, direct 
students to "focus on the content of instruction and use 
reasons from their knowledge of their subject, not just 
the information from the prompt." 
3. Encourage students to take a few minutes before they be-
gin writing to review the prompt and plan their response. 
Use a planning sheet to let them organize ( and even out-
line) their ideas before they begin writing. 
4. Direct students to work the entire time allotted. Tell them 
explicitly that, even though they may finish early, they 
should read their response to make sure they have an-
swered the question adequately. 
5. Give a running time notice to help students pace them-
selves so they do not spend too much time on any single 
facet of the response. For example, if an evaluation prob-
lem requires students to compare and contrast two events 
(a summarization task), direct them to move on to the 
part of the task requiring them to make a decision and 
support it with specific criteria. 
6. Provide a motivating statement that allows everyone to 
perform with equal diligence. Although motivation is a key 
aspect of student performance for all students, quantifying 
and controlling it is difficult. The most typical strategy is to 
tie performance on the task to grades in the course, which 
may be exactly the wrong way to proceed. For example, if 
students are told that their answer will be used to form half 
their grade, some students (e.g., those for whom grades are 
not motivating, those with such bad grades entering into 
the task they are flunking regardless of how well they do 
on this task, and those who have performance contingen-
cies on their grades at home) may respond differently, not 
as a function of their knowledge but simply because of the 
differential effects of the contingencies. 
In summary, the prompt should be directed to the specific 
knowledge forms and intellectual operations of the content 
and eliminate, as much as possible, influences from back-
ground knowledge, administration context that sets the oc-
casion for differential responding, and response process 
skills (i.e., writing skills). 
Embedded Scores Within the Prompt 
Although ascertaining how students will respond in ad-
vance of the task is difficult, attempting the range of re-
sponses anticipated by the evaluator may be critical. That is, 
a good way to make sure the prompt is working is to respond 
to it directly, attempting to write an answer at all levels of 
quality that might appear within the students' responses. By 
writing out an "answer key," the evaluator may be able to 
identify glitches and points of confusion that are part of the 
prompt. This answer key should establish clear differences 
in a qualitative scale that other (experts) in the field would 
agree represent differing degrees of performance. And estab-
lishing the extreme scores (the least acceptable and the most 
elaborate answer) is important. 
At some point the evaluator may have to distinguish be-
tween a legitimate score of zero and missing data. For exam-
ple, if a student responds to the prompt but is incorrect and 
illogical, a score of zero may be awarded. With a response 
that is on a different topic or that clearly represents a misun-
derstood prompt, however, to consider this response as miss-
ing would be more accurate (the task was never really at-
tempted). In the end, this trial scoring key may be used either 
to frame anchors on a qualitative scale or to provide clues to 
the evaluator on what to identify in student papers when con-
structing/selecting exemplar papers (range finder papers). 
Summary of Prompt Design Strategies 
The major purpose of extended production response as-
sessments, including student essays, is to allow as much flex-
ibility as possible in constructing an answer so both student 
process and product can be evaluated. Process refers to the 
manner in which students reflect upon and construct meaning 
using specific knowledge forms and intellectual operations. It 
refers to looking at their "thinking" diagnostically and is best 
considered from a criterion-referenced view. That is, what 
misconceptions appear to be present? How are different con-
cepts elaborated? What intellectual operations reflect manip-
ulation of the knowledge forms? In contrast, product refers to 
the outcome, however it is attained. This view is likely to be 
either norm- or individual-referenced, with the respective 
purpose being to show relative position or change over time. 
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Regardless of the focus on process or product, the response 
has to be interpretable relative to instruction and not unduly 
influenced by extraneous factors. The list of strategies above 
should help create worthwhile tasks that are truly classroom-
based. If all these suggestions are followed, the inferences 
made from the data are likely to be more reliable and valid. 
EXAMPLES OF SCORING SYSTEMS 
FOR QUANTIFYING/QUALIFYING 
CRITICAL THINKING 
In applying CBM to content areas, we emphasize the time-
series nature of performance: Our primary objective to is to 
determine whether student performance is improving. If it is 
not improving, we need to make a change. If it is improving, 
we need to be certain that (a) our instruction is responsible for 
the improvements, and (b) even further improvements may 
not be possible. In either case, then, we should be certain that 
successive measures are comparable, using the logic outlined 
by Fuchs and Deno (1994). Another major goal of our mea-
surement system is to be sensitive to low-performing students 
and changes over time, thereby avoiding some of the prob-
lems encountered by Baker et al. (1991), in which all students 
performed extremely poorly on different problem tasks in 
history. In actually scoring performance, we have relied upon 
both quantitative and qualitative summaries. 
In this last section, we present a case study as an example. 
In general, our quantitative count focuses on the knowledge 
form, and the qualitative judgment focuses on the intellec-
tual operation. As noted in the flowcharts for assigning a 
quality score of 1 to 5, however, we have reduced the judg-
mental aspect of this measurement system to a minimum. 
Quantitative Scoring 
We have taken a relatively simple approach in looking at 
student learning in content areas by focusing on the use of 
concepts. If one of our primary goals with teachers is to fo-
cus instruction on a relatively few number of concepts and 
principles and to be more clear and explicit in their usage in 
the classroom, it inherently follows that we should ask the 
same of students. By counting usage of concepts and princi-
ples, however, we quickly found a number of issues that 
must be resolved. 
The first concern is what to call a concept. Often students 
use synonyms, ill-defined referents, and even attributes to 
refer to various concepts. In quantifying concept usage, 
therefore, a rule has to be established regarding whether to 
allow all such variants to be counted. Furthermore, any one 
(essay) response may include concepts from the current or 
earlier chapters. In the student samples in the last section, 
we take the most conservative approach and count only ex-
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plicit instances of concepts; however, we count all concepts 
in any given response, regardless of the unit or chapter in 
which it was presented initially. 
The second concern involves duplicated counts of con-
cepts and principles. A short- or long-answer essay response 
is likely to address several facets of any given knowledge 
form, none of which is discrete and exclusive of the other. 
Again, to maximize reliability, we have parsed our concept 
usage into unique events. Every instance of a concept or prin-
ciple is counted only if it is within a new context ( of other 
concepts or principles) or presents additional attributes and 
examples. 
Finally, we have addressed the issue of responses being 
written primarily by counting the number of words and 
thought-units in the response. In our earlier work we found 
that density of concept usage may be an important dimen-
sion and, therefore, strategic answers have to be considered. 
Qualitative Scoring 
We have developed flowcharts to step the evaluator 
through a series of decisions in qualifying the students' re-
sponses. The general emphasis of the charts is on increas-
ingly differentiated responses that are both connected (logi-
cal) and correct (anchored to the content). We include only 
prediction, explanation, and evaluation at this time. 
Prediction 
In this intellectual operation we focus the lowest level of 
point awards to responses that comprise predictions but not 
in response to the prompt. Often students will react to a 
problem and answer a different question logically, showing 
some signs of a reasoned solution. In moving to higher levels 
of response, we then focus on logical derivations of the basic 
premise ( or prediction), expanding an essentially binary de-
cision (yes or no) to one of considering the number of ele-
ments in the derivation. Finally, in attempting to distinguish 
a high from a very high response, we focus on the entire ar-
gument and its connectedness. Figure 3 is an example of a 
flowchart to help scorers evaluate student responses. 
Explanation 
The major feature of any student explanation of why cer-
tain outcomes occurred is the decision. Therefore, we begin 
by anchoring the response to the prompt. Again, students 
may provide a well-articulated explanation to an outcome 
different from that presented in the prompt. Moving up the 
scale of quality, we then ask whether the reasons ("events") 
are simply present (again, a binary decision of yes or no) or 
plentiful (multiple). In ascertaining the quality of these rea-
sons, we consider accuracy of the information (unlike pre-
dictions, which can be only inferred), and we can go back 
over the content subject matter to judge accuracy. This last 
dimension differentiates the high from the very high re-
sponses. The flowchart is presented in Figure 4. 
Evaluation 
The focus on this intellectual operation is the decision 
and the arguments made both in favor of the choice and 
against the non-choice. We also quickly link the rationale to 
reasoned argumentation that essentially becomes content-
bound (that is, the information presented in defense of the 
decision must be correctly related information from the con-
tent subject matter. When opinions (only) are presented, the 
quality of the argument is downgraded. In defending the 
choice, we move primarily to a reasoned (content-based) ar-
gument for one choice and against the other, reflecting our 
emphasis on argumentation. Following this minimal distinc-
tion, we address the multiplicity of reasons as distinguishing 
high from very high responses. Figure 5 presents a flow-
chart for awarding points in evaluation responses. 
Examples with an Eighth-Grade Student with 
Learning Disabilities in a Science Class 
Actual samples of problem solutions generated by an 
eighth-grade student with learning disabilities are discussed 
here. This student received instruction in science from the 
general education content teacher and supplemental instruc-
tion from a special education teacher operating a pull-away 
program. A collaborative model was used to supplement in-
struction and tie it to concepts and problem-solving (see 
Nolet & Tindal, 1994). For each unit a content planning 
sheet was used to direct both general and special education 
teachers to a limited set of concepts. Intellectual operations 
were devised and practiced repeatedly in both classrooms, 
although the bulk came from the special education teacher. 
. The emphasis of the special education support was on learn-
ing key concepts through a series of units, practicing use of 
these concepts within problem-solving tasks and then sum-
marizing performance both quantitatively and qualitatively. 
In the samples in Figure 6, atmosphere had two samples 
that were evaluated, the water cycle (moisture in the air) had 
four samples, weather had five samples, an ocean unit had 
three samples, plate tectonics had seven samples, earthquakes 
had three responses, and astronomy had three responses. 
Figure 6 shows the students' responses on problem-solving 
tasks related to these units throughout the year. Table 1 
gives the key for aligning successive tasks by intellectual 
operations. 
Qualitative evaluations were completed by the special ed-
ucation teacher using the flowcharts in Figures 3-5 and the 
information from Figure 6. Reliability of judgments was 
conducted by a doctoral candidate. In making the judgments, 
agreement on the flowcharts was considered in calculating 
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October Samples (Atmosphere) 
1. Suppose a planet in another solar system has a higher gravity than on earth and is colder than earth. Do you think it would have an at-
mosphere ? Why or why not? 
Yes becomes it has't To have a atmasphere becomes a atmapher bloks to much heat so If it is cold it must have a atmapher. 
2. Is the atmosphere different on earth and the moon? Why do you think so or why not? What affects the atmosphere of a planet? 
Yes you can't breth The Air on the moon becomes there is no oxegen and There is no gravity so The gases Flot away. 
November Samples (Moisture in the Air) 
3. One morning the ground around your neighborhood is wet and saturated with water. The night before it rained heavily. That same rain 
used to be in the form of groundwater at an earlier time. What do you think happened to change this water from groundwater to rain and 
back to groundwater again? Explain why you think so. 
It raind Then The sun evaperated the water it got cot in the cloud. 
4. Pretend that when you leave for school one morning, you notice a small puddle in your driveway. The entire day is steamy and hot. 
When you get home that afternoon, the mud puddle is gone. Explain what you think happened to the puddle of water while you were at 
school. No the dog didn't drink it. Use what you know about how water changes form. 
evaporashon the sun's energe and radeashon heat the water and That is how evaporeshon werks. 
5. The air contains a certain amount of water vapor. What do you think happens to the water vapor as the air cools? 
It starts to do the sikel of condensation gas to a liquid. 
6. Imagine you have filled a glass with ice cubes and water and left it on the counter for a time. When you return, you notice drops of wa-
ter have formed all over the outside of the glass. What do you think happened to cause the water drops to form on the glass? Tell why 
you think so. 
The glass is cold it is making the air around the glass so water vapor is terning into liquid so it need to hold on to something soit hold on 
The The glass. 
December Samples (Weather) 
7. An air mass that forms over northern Canada is cold and dry. What would be the characteristics of an air mass that forms over tropical 
Hawaii? Tell why you think so? 
The characteristics are The cold Front wich came From The Tropical wind and The ocean That made a Front. The dry Front came From 
The dry winds over The ocean From a nother Hand and From The sands From the hawaii. 
8. What do you think happens to cause the warm air mass to rise or be pushed upward when a cold air mass approaches? 
The cold air mass is hevy and the warm air mass is lite so The cold air mass stays down because its malicules are slow so they get When 
they hit the warm Air mass gets bouncte up in The Air because it is lite so That is how a Front happends. 
9. What would the earth's climate zones ( tropical, temperate, polar) be like if the earth was not tilted on its axis? Tell why you think so ? 
If the earth was strat up and down it would not change thrugh The hole hear then it Probably would get cold From not geting sun and 
warmth. 
Poler: would change by not geting heat it would get colder. 
Tempret: would chang by geting maore sun it is more out and more shoning To The san so it would get warmer. 
Tropicle: would cbang begeting hoter by geting hit with The sun more. 
10. When a weather front forms, precipitation usually occurs. What happens to cause this resulting precipitation? Explain. 
The cold air mass moves tuword the Hot air mass the cold hits the Hot and the Hot air gos up and cools and turns into condonsashon and 
it rains. 
11. A continental polar ( cold and dry) air mass is moving slowly across the land. It eventually moves over ocean water. This ocean water is 
warmer than the frozen land the air mass formed over. What do you think will happen to the air mass? Tell why you think so. 
It is going to change To wet because it is over water the water is warmer Than The land That it was over so It takes on humidity and it 
will get warmer. 
January Samples (The Ocean) 
12. Suppose a strange bacteria is killing much of the plankton (drifters) in the Pacific Ocean. Many varieties of plankton are disappearing 
rapidly from the ocean. How do you think other ocean life might be affected by this? Tell why you think so. 
affects ocean life by the Food web. The Bacteria gets eaten From the zooplanton get eaten by drifters get eaten by nekton and nekton get 
eaten by bigger nektons like wales. so if bacteria is killing plankton and drifters There is less Fish For the humans to eat. 
13. There is an important relationship among organisms in the ocean. This relationship exists among the smallest sea life (bacteria and 
phytoplankton) to the largest sea life (whales). What is this relationship called and what happens to make it so important to ocean life? 
It is so important because of bacteria died Phytoplankton would die then the animals that eat phytoplankton will die and so the Food web 
is The most important to the ocean life. becouse They all feed on other sea life. 
FIGURE 6 
Student Responses on Problem-Solving Tasks Throughout the Vear 
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14. Many different types of ocean research occur today. Equipment has been developed to study many aspects of the ocean from the surface 
to the ocean floor. If money for research became very limited, which of the following would you think is the most important to continue 
studying (choose one): _minerals _plants and animals _ oceanfloor 
I picked ocean Floor characteristic and depth because at The ocean floor you can find Tin maby even oil. People can explore and serch 
new plases people have never sean The guyot=Eroded seamount. They mite find other animals For sientests to study. 
February Samples (Plate Tectonics) 
15. Tell how life might be different today if the continents were in different locations due to plate movement. 
If nower continent was up north it would be cold. If it went down and it was siting on The equator it would be not and they would be 
wering shorts and .. . unlike being in The north or south. If we got colder we would eat different stuff because of how cold it is some 
foods mite not grow in plases unlike being at the equator. A nother way it could Be diffrent is the way peaple Travile like by water and 
by sledds. Different shap like if mexico broke off. The oceans would be bigger or smaller and it would change shapes. 
16. Why have volcanoes formed at spreading boundaries? 
Magma comes up and colls and makes new crust. 
17. Explain what occurs at a colliding boundary. 
The lover one go's down under The liter one. 
18. How do convection currents cause plates to move? 
Heat makes them spread. 
19. Why is plate tectonics theory a useful tool to predict future changes in the earth's crust? 
Plate tectonics can tell you what the earth looked like 2,000,000 years ago. 
20. Most earthquakes occur at or near plate boundaries. Tell why this is so. 
There is no Plate boundarie in the middle of the Plate because earthquakes occur at a Eaultor a Plate boundaries. 
21. On the planet of Kronoid an explosive device was ignited. No S waves were recorded on the far side of Kronoid. Predict what geologists 
would say about the interior of Kronoid. Explain why. 
The middle of the earth is not a solid it is a liquid because s waves do's not go through liquid. The senter of the planet can be magma 
water. 
March Samples (Earthquakes) 
22. An area in the middle of a continent shows evidence of ancient earthquake activity. This place is not currently near a plate boundary. 
Predict what a geologist might say was the cause of that earthquake activity. 
maybe There is a under ground Falcano. That arupled a long Time ago. 
23. Which do you think might cause more destruction on earth: _a volcano with silica magma _a volcano with basaltic magma? 
Make a choice and tell why you think so. 
I think silica will do The most damage because It will make a big explosion and spred rock and ash. It is bad for people because They 
could get hit withe The rocks or they could Rreat in The ash. 
24. All three types of seismic waves can cause damage. Why would L waves most likely cause the most damage in a major metropolitan 
area? 
The L waves go on the selfes of the earth and They go slow so they cause the most damage. 
May Samples (Astronomy) 
25. You are an astronomer and want to know more about the stars in a particular galaxy. What types of observations would you make to 
gain information about the stars? 
The first thinkg I would want to know is The size of the star or where They are and the shape. I would want to know This stuff because 
I am curious if I would want to get closer or to get more info. on it or not. The way I would get info. on it is with a prob. and I would look 
at it Through a Telescope. I want To know about it because it mite have some kind of waves or rays on it that could help us on earth. 
26. How might scientists use information obtained from studying the radiant energy that comes from objects in space? 
cars That ran By different kind of power. You could have solar heat and light. 
• map locatoin of new objects in space. 
•new uses for radiant energy (to help people on Earth) 
•To discover effects on people or environment. 
• learn how stars/planets are formed. 
27. Optical, refracting, and reflecting telescopes have been designed to observe distant objects in space. However, scientists still find it dif-
ficult to make all the observations they need. What do you think makes these observations difficult? 
may Be because if you make a lens bigg enuf to see out Far enufe it could Bend and it would not thet The sun light go in right. 
FIGURE 6 
(continued) 
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TABLE 1 
Key for Aligning Successive Tasks in Example by Intellectual Operations 
Essay No. Unit Topic Intellectual Operation 
1 Atmosphere Explanation 
2 Evaluation 
3 Water Cycle Explanation 
4 Explanation 
5 Prediction 
6 Explanation 
7 Weather Prediction 
8 Explanation 
9 Prediction 
10 Explanation 
11 Prediction 
12 Ocean Prediction 
13 Explanation 
14 Evaluation 
15 Plate Tectonics Prediction 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 Earthquakes 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 Astronomy 
26 
27 
reliability estimates. For eight student samples an initial dis-
agreement beyond a 1-point difference was discussed. For 
four units (astronomy, earthquakes, plate tectonics, and wa-
ter cycle), reliability ranged from .75 to .79. The remaining 
three units had reliability estimates above .84. 
From a criterion-referenced perspective, we can see 
which specific concepts and principles are being learned in 
any given unit. Clearly, this student is learning to solve 
problems in earth science. By reading individual responses, 
we literally can see misconceptions and appreciate his sense 
of understanding of how things work (e.g., a physical con-
ception of changing states of matter). More importantly 
from our vantage is to take an individual-referenced per-
spective and ascertain whether instruction is getting him to 
use more concepts, use them more densely, and manipulate 
information with greater quality and richness. 
Explanation 
Explanation 
Explanation 
Explanation 
Explanation 
Explanation 
Explanation 
Evaluation 
Explanation 
Explanation 
Prediction 
Explanation 
As can be seen in Figure 7, the student produces slightly 
more words in his responses at the end of the year than in 
the beginning. He also shows increasing word production 
within each of the monthly units, which are reduced when a 
new unit is introduced. The general picture is a series of in-
creases and decreases, with, at best, an overall slight gain. 
When performance is analyzed by counting the number of 
thought units (see Figure 8), we see no such pattern. Little 
change appears within units, and the overall level at the end 
of the year may be little different than at the beginning. At 
best, we see an occasional spike, which seems unrelated to 
time or experience within a unit. 
Finally, we look at the overall quality of the response, us-
ing the flowcharts (Figure 9). In general, a small improve-
ment is apparent throughout the year, reflecting much the 
same outcome as the word production measure. Within many 
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Successive Months 
FIGURE 7 
Number of Words Written in Successive Essays Throughout the Year 
units, growth seems apparent, and, overall, the end-of-year 
performance is slightly above that attained in the beginning. 
Five of the last eight data points are above the first five data 
points. Other than the unit on plate tectonics (which has a 
string of low scores), most of the qualitative judgments on 
many of the units (weather, ocean, earthquakes, and astron-
omy) are above the highest value attained initially(a score 
of 3). Of course, they also are certainly higher than the four 
initial values of 2. At the same time, a split middle calcula-
tion of slope reveals an overall lack of positive trend. In 
conclusion, any positive outcomes must be qualified. 
SUMMARY 
In this article, we have focused on applying CBM to sec-
ondary content in middle and high schools. The most impor-
tant dimension has been to conceptualize assessment from a 
repeated measurement perspective, avoiding a criterion-ref-
erenced view in which learning is considered mastery of 
knowledge forms. To accomplish this view, we provided a 
comprehensive analysis of critical thinking. Many of the 
features described in this article are part of the assessment 
tasks and are needed to provide a broad view of students 
manipulating information that is not bound to the content-
concepts in particular but, rather, are "general-case" ori-
ented. This view looks at whether instruction is working 
well or should be changed. In the end, we want to focus 
teaching on learning, not on curriculum or methods. 
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